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CCTV Surveillance (Including Facial Recognition Technology) 

Technology has proved to be extremely beneficial as it has revamped our lifestyles. It 

has made human life faster, easier, more productive, and more independent by introducing 

multidimensional platforms and creating endless opportunities. Technology has drastically 

helped humans in all walks of life, including health, education, administration, supply chain, 

businesses, law, and defense. Facial recognition technology (FRT) is another wonder that has 

tremendously impacted our lives. It can be described as a category of biometric security that 

allows users to identify people through their faces in videos, photos, and even real life. A 

common example of FRT can be witnessed in cellphones, where a person can unlock their 

phone by merely placing a cellphone in front of the subject's face. The phone immediately 

recognizes the face of the owner and unlocks the system. Apart from unlocking phones, FRT 

is used by law enforcement agencies, airports, border controllers, banking systems, 

transnational businesses, advertising, marketing, educational institutions, and casinos.  

Law enforcement agencies have huge databases of identities in the form of pictures 

and videos. Whenever an offender or accused is caught in public surveillance system, the 

identity is automatically matched in their databases through face printing analysis which 

ultimately confirms the identification of a person. In airports, people no longer have to wait 

in long queues for identity confirmation owing to biometric passports. The automated 

ePassport is already synced with the airport database that recognizes the individual through 

FRT once they pass through the system. When there is a missing person's report, police can 

automatically recover the person as soon the person's identity is caught through facial 

recognition is matched with the agency's database. Through FRT, security professionals can 

be immediately notified once the known offender, shoplifter, and retail criminal enter the 

particular premises. Moreover, banking transactions are verified through FRT without 

entering passwords which ultimately reduces the hacking risks to a larger extent. Even if the 
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hacker gets hold of an individual's photo, a technique known as ‘liveless’ detection is used 

that determines whether the biometric sample is alive or static. As the FRT is deeply 

embedded in CCTV, these cameras are deployed everywhere and specially made for 

surveillance purposes, raising security, privacy, and human rights concerns.  

As CCTV and FRT are used for conducting mass surveillance, multiple ethical and 

human rights concerns are raised. FRT is a frontier of artificial intelligence (AI) that affects 

the right to privacy in myriad ways. The built-in autonomous systems within FRT regularly 

collect, store, and transfer identifiable data in vast amounts without any knowledge and 

consent of the data subjects. Similarly, the concept of staying anonymous in contemporary 

times has become almost impossible owing to mass surveillance and data collection that 

hinges upon the right to privacy. The right to privacy is deeply associated with the right to 

life which entails enjoying life without active interference from others. With FRT and CCTV 

surveillance, the right to privacy is severely compromised as people no longer have autonomy 

over their personal lives and information.  

The concept of privacy in public spaces has completely vanished, as humans are 

continuously subjected to watchful eyes. Privacy being the fundamental law, has been 

granted under multiple international conventions and domestic laws such as UDHR (article 

12), ICCPR (article 17), GDPR (chapter 3), and Constitution of United States (Fourth 

Amendment), but the influx of technology infringes the informational privacy of data 

subjects. With FRT and CCTV, the human rights issue concerning privacy is twofold: On one 

hand, people are subjected to mass surveillance without consent, while on the other hand, 

large amounts of personal, identifiable data and sensitive information are fed to AI to 

improve the efficiency and productivity of these technologies. FRT further violates and 

restricts the right to assembly granted under article 20 of UDHR, article 21 of ICCPR, and 

First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, as individuals can be tracked and traced even if 
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their faces are covered as FRT can identify people through areas of the face that are not 

covered. The CCTV and FRT deployed across the public spaces create a chilling effect as 

individuals cannot freely exercise their fundamental rights owing to the fear of repercussions.  

According to the report of New York City Bar, the use of biometric virtual lineups 

violates the Fourth Amendment as law enforcement agencies conduct latent identification of 

persons who are not even in police custody and against whom no reasonable suspicion lies 

concerning criminal involvement. Previously, an identification parade was conducted 

manually where an opportunity was given to the eyewitness to identify the potential suspect, 

but through FRT, identification is done through facial recognition software. In Neil v. Biggers 

(1972), the court held that to determine the reliability of the identification, certain facts have 

to be kept under consideration such as the amount of attention paid by the witness towards 

the suspect, the level of description accuracy provided by a witness, time lapse between crime 

and identification and degree of surety and certainty by the witness but when identification is 

conducted through FRT, it raises the Due Process concerns under the Fourteenth 

Amendment.  

Currently, it is uncertain whether FRT's algorithm meets the identification process 

criteria settled by judicial precedents, which affects the right to a fair trial as it is not 

conducted as per the due process of law. Similarly, in Moore v. Illinois (1977), the court held 

that the right to counsel under the Sixth Amendment automatically attracts if the person is 

subjected to identification in pre or post-indictment. However, virtual lineups conducted 

through FRT violate the constitutional safeguards provided under the Sixth Amendment as 

counsel is provided after the completion of virtual identification. One study done by 

Georgetown Law Center found that roughly 95% of the matches carried through FRT 

wrongly identified individuals as suspects or accused. With the record of 117 million 

American citizens in the FRT databases, another alarming issue of racial bias and prejudice 
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within that the criminal justice system perpetuates. For dark individuals, the FRT 

identification error rate was 35% in the IBM and Microsoft algorithm as compared to light-

skinned people where the error rate was 1%. This affects African Americans 

disproportionately owing to the inherent racial bias in the technology, as the data fed to the 

system is biased.  

In 2015, Facebook started to roll out its system known as 'DeepFace', which was 

trained over 4 million pictures that Facebook users uploaded. It was an FRT generated by 

Facebook that claimed a 97% accuracy rate as compared to the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation (FBI) FRT which had only an 85% accuracy rate. As personal information in 

form of pictures was taken without the consent of data subjects, Facebook was sued due to 

the violation of the Illinois Biometric Information Privacy Act (BIPA). Under BIPA, before 

collecting and processing data, the data controller must obtain the data subject's written 

consent through prior notice. The notice should state the purpose, method, duration, and 

extent of the data collected and processed so that data subjects can make an informed 

decision. Upon the express violation of BIPA, Facebook proposed to settle the lawsuit for 

$650 million in March 2021 owing to which each Illinois resident will receive approximately 

$345 for the violation of BIPA.  

Similarly, in 2014, IBM developed its enhanced FRT ‘Diversity in Face (DiF)' 

through the YFC100M dataset provided by Yahoo which contained identifiable pictures of 99 

million Flickr users. Throughout the developmental process, IBM did not consult any 

potential stakeholder and conducted flagrant violations of BIPA by not taking consent of the 

data subjects concerning data processing. IBM further circulated and shared the dataset with 

third parties without informing the Flickr users. As a result, a lawsuit was filed against IBM 

for collecting individual craniofacial measurements that could be potentially used to trace and 

track individuals whose personal data was collected. The lawsuit mentioned removing all of 
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the illegally acquired data, further inform data subjects through a notice that data was 

collected without consent, and pay $5,000 per resident along with an attorney fee owing to 

violation of BIPA by committing mass surveillance, privacy invasion, and identity theft.  

Speaking of the regulatory framework currently, there is no federal law in the U.S. 

that regulates FRT. In contrast, few states have partially regulated it, such as California, 

which proscribes the use of FRT by police. Recently, civil societies and human rights 

activists have taken a harsh approach towards FRT and demanded the complete ban of 

technology through federal law. As a result, most jurisdictions, such as Oregon, Somerville, 

Springfield, Vermont, Berkeley, and Alameda, have outrightly banned FRT. In 2019, 

multiple bills, such as the Facial Recognition and Biometric Technology Act, 2020, and 

Commercial Facial Recognition Privacy Act, 2020, were introduced but did not pass through 

the codification phase.  

It is imperative to understand that banning FRT will bear no fruit as it will hamper 

productivity and innovation; rather, the right course is to regulate the technology by taking 

guidance from the EU's General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Under GDPR, data 

controllers are required to conduct a mandatory impact assessment on human rights before 

using novel technologies. The data controller is obligated to weigh the human rights risks 

against the technology's benefits by considering factors such as necessity and proportionality. 

The data protection impact assessment (DPIA) burdens the data controllers to perform risk 

assessment rather than on governmental bodies, which lack the resources and expertise to 

evaluate it. Such obligation calls for data controllers' accountability in protecting and 

respecting human rights by developing technologies that are, by defaul,t compliant with the 

regulatory frameworks. GDPR further embodies that data collection and processing will only 

become legal if consent has been taken from the data subjects. The consent should be taken in 

a written manner by properly informing the data subjects regarding the purpose, extent, 
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duration, and nature of data collection. The consent given by the data subject is not valid in 

perpetuity rather consent can be revoked at any time. Once the consent is revoked, data 

controllers can no longer track and trace the data subject and are further obligated to remove 

any kind of data concerning the data subject that is no longer required.  

Other rights such as the right to object and the right to be forgotten are also provided 

under GDPR which embodies that once data subject objects to any kind of data collection and 

processing, the data controllers should abide by those instructions by considering the factors 

of fairness and public policy. Unfortunately, one of the biggest problems of AI, Big Data, and 

Data Analytics is that the information never exits the system, which contradicts the right to be 

forgotten. However, by following the principles of purpose limitation and data minimization 

under GDPR, other states can create an effective regulatory framework to tackle the menace 

of FRT by aligning it with human rights goals.  

There is no denial that FRT currently poses serious threats to human rights, but the 

right approach is to effectively regulate it by placing the burden upon the data controllers and 

technology developers rather than banning it as it would hamper productivity in the longer 

run.  

 

 

 

 


